7/2/20 - MFG OutLoud Episode #18
Show Me the Money 
Building Value for Your Customers and Shareholders
(with Special Guest - Damon Pistulka)

Damon Pistulka is the Co-Founder of Exit-Your Way, Managing Partner with Cross NW, and the host of a weekly business round table that’s nothing short of amazing!
 
Damon helps product, manufacturing, e-commerce and construction business owners grow, prepare and sell their businesses typically for 2x+ more $$$$ and a 90%+ success rate.
 
Damon’s not a ‘spread-sheet jockey’, he’s a hands-on business-builder that happens to have spent a lot of years in the investor/private equity owned businesses. He knows how to create meaningful, sustainable value for companies.
 
A generous networker, prolific LinkedIn contributor, and highly sought-after podcast guest.
 
 
Subscribe
Apple | Spotify | Google | YouTube
4 Quick Things from this Episode
The biggest misconception manufacturing company owners have about the value of their business? 
How to generate explosive growth in revenue & profitability for your company.  The key to making that happen and the #1 thing that will prevent it from happening. 
The COVID-induced disruption and the opportunities for MFG companies today. 
-The fragility of the global supply chain and how we have to switch our dependence to U.S based suppliers.
-How businesses are coming together to pivot and create something new.
Damon’s Business Roundtable — what sparked the idea, how it’s grown, and what you’ll get out of it. 
 
 
Enjoying the show? Please leave us a review here. Even one sentence helps. It’s feedback from Manufacturing All-Stars like you that keeps us going!
 
Tweetable Quotes
“I don’t care if you have the best equipment or what YOU think your company is worth; your value is based on your customer-base and a solid culture. Fundamentals create the value.” –Damon Pistulka 
“Understanding your customers better, the market you play in and how you provide value is the key to generating explosive growth.” –Damon Pistulka 
“If you can take weeks out of your lead time, for example, you have a significant advantage that’s a threat to an incumbent by spoiling the market well. And this doesn’t cost millions to accomplish. ” –Damon Pistulka 
“Everybody makes a product. Your unfair advantage is outside the product. Making the process as efficient as you can and working continually to improve the customer experience.” -Damon Pistulka 
 
Recommended Resources from this Episode
Exit Your Way Business Roundtables
Scale it To Sell It - Exit Your Way
Stop Being the Best Kept Secret by Curt Anderson
 

 
Thank you for listening and hanging out with us.
Keep manufacturing out loud! We need you. 


Connect with Damon Pistulka
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
 
Connect with Allison DeFord
LinkedIn | Web
 
 
Connect with Ray Ziganto
LinkedIn | Web

